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ABSTRACT: Hydrogels are important structural and operative components
of microfluidic systems, finding diverse utility in biological sample preparation
and interrogation. One inherent challenge for integrating hydrogels into
microfluidic tools is thermodynamic molecular partitioning, which reduces
the in-gel concentration of molecular solutes (e.g., biomolecular regents), as
compared to the solute concentration in an applied solution. Consequently,
biomolecular reagent access to in-gel scaffolded biological samples (e.g.,
encapsulated cells, microbial cultures, target analytes) is adversely impacted in
hydrogels. Further, biomolecular reagents are typically introduced to the
hydrogel via diffusion. This passive process requires long incubation periods
compared to active biomolecular delivery techniques. Electrotransfer is an
active technique used in Western blots and other gel-based immunoassays
that overcomes limitations of size exclusion (increasing the total probe mass
delivered into gel) and expedites probe delivery, even in millimeter-thick slab
gels. While compatible with conventional slab gels, electrotransfer has not been adapted to thin gels (50−250 μm thick), which are
of great interest as components of open microfluidic devices (vs enclosed microchannel-based devices). Mechanically delicate, thin
gels are often mounted on rigid support substrates (glass, plastic) that are electrically insulating. Consequently, to adapt
electrotransfer to thin-gel devices, we replace rigid insulating support substrates with novel, mechanically robust, yet electrically
conductive nanoporous membranes. We describe grafting nanoporous membranes to thin-polyacrylamide-gel layers via silanization,
characterize the electrical conductivity of silane-treated nanoporous membranes, and report the dependence of in-gel immunoprobe
concentration on transfer duration for passive diffusion and active electrotransfer. Alternative microdevice component layers
including the mechanically robust, electrically conductive nanoporous membranes reported hereprovide new functionality for
integration into an increasing array of open microfluidic systems.

The integration of hydrogels into microfluidic systems
facilitates broad device functionality, finding utility in cell

encapsulation and microbial culturing platforms,1,2 drug and
gene delivery vehicles,3−5 and diagnostic tools.6−10 Hydrogels
are gaining prominence as microdevice component layers,
because hydrogels are biologically inert,11,12 can be molecularly
functionalized with a variety of molecule types (e.g.,
biomolecules such as extracellular matrix proteins and
nonbiological photoactivatable cross-linkers),13,14 and can be
fabricated into 3D physical structures with high fidelity.1,15 An
emerging class of hydrogel-based microfluidic devices utilizes
delicate thin-gel layers (50−250 μm thick) grafted onto
centimeter-scale, mechanically robust support substrates (glass,
plastic). Such “open” microfluidic devices (vs enclosed
microchannel-based devices) reduce barriers to reagent
exchange, as biomolecule solutions can be directly interfaced
with functional regions of the gel layer without migrating
through microchannel networks.2,6,9,16,17

However, the total biomolecule mass that can be delivered
to a hydrogel suffers from inefficient diffusive-driven
biomolecule delivery to gel, as small gel pores impede loading

of large macromolecules into the gel matrix.18−20 Specifically,
the loading of biomolecules into a hydrogel matrix by passive
diffusion alone is hindered by size-exclusion partitioning,
which reduces the diffusive equilibrium concentration of
biomolecules in a hydrogel matrix compared to their
concentration in free solution.18 Inefficient biomolecule
loading to hydrogels adversely impacts (i) total drug mass
loaded to delivery vehicles,16 (ii) cellular transfection in
culturing platforms,5 and (iii) immunoprobe mass available for
target−probe immunocomplex formation in diagnostic as-
says.18,21

To increase the total biomolecule mass loaded to millimeter-
scale hydrogel devices, electrotransfer has been developed to
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actively transfer immunoprobes into slab gels22 as well as
cleared tissue samples23 and transfer proteins from digested
tissue slices into layered hydrogel stacks in layered electro-
phoretic transfer.24 Drawing inspiration from gel-to-membrane
(PVDF, nitrocellulose) protein electrotransfer used in conven-
tional and microfluidic Western blotting,25−27 electrotransfer
drives biomolecule delivery to a gel by applying an electric field
across an electrically conductive, freestanding stack of a
biomolecule (e.g., immunoprobe) reservoir layered onto a
hydrogel device. Conducting an electrical current through the
entirety of the immunoprobe reservoir and hydrogel device
stack is required for electrotransfer. Electrotransfer has thus
primarily seen application to freestanding and slab gels,
including millimeter-thick gels that are mechanically robust
and maintain structural integrity without being grafting to a
rigid support substrate.22,23,28 As a result, electrotransfer is yet
to be extended to delicate thin-gel layers that require grafting
onto mechanically robust, yet electrically insulating support
substrates. To expand the applicability of electrotransfer to
emerging thin-gel-based microfluidic systems, there is a need
to offer a more functional substrate alternative to replace
electrically insulating glass, including performance that is
mechanically robust, electrically conductive, and still well-
suited for imaging analyses.
Here, we introduce a fabrication method for a microdevice

component layer composed of a thin-gel layer grafted to a
nanoporous membrane that supports rapid and increased
delivery of biomolecules to the thin-gel layer by electrotransfer.
In developing this “thin-gel nanoporous-membrane” (TGNM)
chip, we reengineer the conventional thin-gel chip to support
electrotransfer probe loading by grafting the thin gel to an
electrically conductive nanoporous-membrane support sub-
strate (instead of an electrically insulating glass slide) via novel
nanoporous-membrane silanization and chip fabrication
methods. Using antibody probes as a model biomolecule
species, we additionally establish engineering design rules for
mitigating diffusive probe losses during electrotransfer probe
loading and characterize the electrical conductivity of silane-
treated nanoporous membranes. Finally, we demonstrate that
our electrically conductive TGNM chip supports rapid
electrotransfer probe loading and results in greater probe
mass loading to the thin-gel layer in less time compared to
loading of probe by diffusion alone.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Nanoporous-Membrane and Glass Slide Silanization.

To facilitate covalent binding of polyacrylamide gel (10%T,
3.5C) to the nanoporous membranes (regenerated cellulose,
Spectra Por RC Dialysis Tubing, 3.5 kDa MWCO, #132725T),
a nanoporous-membrane silanization method was developed
with inspiration from glass slide silanization protocols29 and
fabrication techniques for hybrid gel−cellulose materials.30−32

A detailed procedure of nanoporous-membrane and glass slide
silanization is described in the Supporting Information.
Fabrication Process for the TGNM Chip. A detailed

procedure of experimental operation is provided in the
Supporting Information. A brief overview of the fabrication
steps is included here and in Figure 1: (i) layering a hydrated
nanoporous membrane onto a glass slide and allowing the
nanoporous membrane to adhere to the glass slide by drying,
(ii) applying a polyacrylamide gel precursor solution onto an
SU-8 micropost patterned silicon wafer, (iii) placing the
nanoporous-membrane glass slide assembly onto the gel

precursor solution and allowing the gel to polymerize,
covalently binding to the nanoporous membrane, (iv)
removing the polymerized TGNM glass slide assembly from
the wafer and peeling away the TGNM chip from the glass
support.

Electrical Conductivity Measurements. The electrical
conductivity measurements were performed using an “out-of-
plane” electrotransfer configuration composed of two 1× Tris-
glycine buffer reservoirs. A detailed procedure of experimental
operation is provided in the Supporting Information.

Probe Loading Experiments and Image Analysis. The
electrotransfer and diffusive-driven probe loading experimental,
imaging, and analysis procedures are described in the
Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrotransfer probe loading in the TGNM chip is facilitated
by grafting a thin gel (50−250 μm thick) onto a nanoporous
membrane (Figure 1A,B). Conventionally, thin gels are grafted
onto support substrates (e.g., glass, GelBond) to prevent thin-
gel layer deformation during assay performance. Here, the
nanoporous membrane prevents thin-gel layer deformation but
is electrically conductive. The mechanically robust, electrically
conductive TGNM chip supports delivery of probe molecules
into the thin-gel layer by electrotransfer for (i) increased total
probe mass in thin gel and (ii) rapid probe delivery, compared
to diffusion alone (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Design of a thin-gel nanoporous-membrane (TGNM) chip
that is mechanically robust and electrically conductive for electro-
transfer delivery of a probe to thin-gel layers. (A) Bright-field image of
a TGNM chip first supported by a glass slide and then removed from
the glass slide to produce a freestanding TGNM chip. (B) Thin
polyacrylamide gel layers are grafted onto nanoporous membranes
using silanization chemistry atop an SU-8 mold that patterns
microwells into the thin-gel layer. To polymerize the thin-gel layers
onto nanoporous membranes, a polyacrylamide gel precursor was cast
in a layered assembly involving a full glass slide, a nanoporous
membrane, a polyacrylamide precursor solution, and an SU-8 mold.
(C) Immunoprobe is loaded into the TGNM chip by electrotransfer,
to offer improved mass loading of the probe more quickly.
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Minimizing Probe Loss by Diffusion during Probe
Loading. We first sought to understand diffusive probe losses
from open thin-gel layers during electrotransfer probe loading.
As probe molecules electromigrate through the thin gel, the
molecules undergo three-dimensional diffusion. Diffusive
losses of probe molecules from the thin gel can occur as
probe molecules diffuse out of the thin gel into the
surrounding environment. We thus aimed to design an
electrotransfer configuration to minimize the diffusive loss of
probe during electrotransfer loading of probe to the thin gel.
We evaluated diffussive probe losses in two electrotransfer
configuration designs: an “out-of-plane” electrotransfer config-
uration (Figure 2A) and an “in-plane” electrotransfer

configuration (Figure 2B). As the support substrate in the
“out-of-plane” configuration is in the electrical current path,
there is a design need for the support substrate to be
electrically conductive. In contrast, the electrical current path
in the “in-plane” configuration does not traverse through the
support substrate, and the configuration is thus compatible
with existing electrically nonconductive support substrates.
To assess the diffusive loss of probe expected during

electromigration in the “out-of-plane” and “in-plane” electro-
transfer configurations, we defined a Peclet number (Pe) as the
ratio of the time for diffusive probe loss from the thin gel (tD)
to the time to electrotransfer probe into the thin gel (tE). The
Pe number for the “in-plane” configuration (PLateral) is given by
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where Z is the thin-gel thickness (50 μm), D is the diffusion
coefficient of probe in the thin gel (1.40 μm2/s, Note S1), Y is
the width of the thin gel (25 × 103 μm), μ is the
electrophoretic mobility of probe in the thin gel (1.81 × 103

μm2/(V s), previously determined22), and E is the applied
electric field (100 V/cm). The Pe for the “out-of-plane”
configuration (PeZ) is calculated as
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We anticipated that due to the disproportional length scales of
the thin-gel layer thickness in Z (50 μm) compared to the mm-
scale length and width of the thin-gel layer in X and Y (25 ×
103 μm and 37.5 × 103 μm), electrotransfer loading of probe in
the “out-of-plane” configuration would minimize expected
diffusive losses.
Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 2C and

indicate that the Peclet number in the “out-of-plane”
electrotransfer configuration is ∼108× greater than in the
“in-plane” configuration. The disproportionate transport
distances (in Z vs X−Y) minimize diffusive probe losses in
the “out-of-plane” electrotransfer configuration, as (i) the
electromigration distance, and thus probe loading time, is
shortest in the Z-axis, and (ii) the migration distances for
diffusive losses are longest in the X- and Y-axes. The Pe analysis
in electrotransfer probing thus provides a design rule for
minimizing diffusive probe losses and indicates that minimal
losses occur in the “out-of-plane” electrotransfer configuration.

Investigating the Fidelity of the TGNM Chip
Fabrication Process. As the nanoporous membranes had
not been previously demonstrated as a thin-gel support
substrate, we aimed to assess the fidelity of the TGNM chip
fabrication process in comparison to conventional thin-gel
glass chip fabrication. To aid in fidelity assessments, we pattern
microwell features into the thin-gel layer of both chip types
and compare dimensions of the microwell feature across chips.
We anticipated that there would be no significant difference in
the dimensions of microwell features patterned into the
TGNM and thin-gel glass chips.
The TGNM and thin-gel glass chips were fabricated with a

fluorescent dye (rhodamine B) included in the gel precursor
solution to visualize polymerized gel features and allow for
comparison between the two chip types (Figure 3A,B;
additional information provided in the Supporting Informa-
tion). To mitigate the introduction of new sources of
nonspecific binding between antibodies and the nanoporous
membrane (in comparison nonspecific binding events
occurring between antibody and glass in existing thin-gel−
glass chips), we silanize the nanoporous membranes using the
same silane molecule, 3-(3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacry-
late), used to silanize glass in thin-gel glass chips.29

Furthermore, to prevent antibody migration through the
membrane or physical entrapment within the membrane, we
select a membrane with a 3.5 kDa molecular weight cutoff,
well-below the 150 kDa molecular mass of IgG antibodies.
Fluorescence in the gel was imaged by confocal microscopy.
We anticipated that rhodamine B would be present in both the
thin-gel and nanoporous-membrane layers, as the molecular
mass of rhodamine B (∼472 Da) is below the molecular mass
cutoff of the nanoporous membrane (3.5 kDa). To perform a
statistical analysis of the fidelity of the TGNM fabrication
process, we quantify the height and diameter of eight
microwell structures across the TGNM chip (Supporting
Information).
We observe no significant difference in the height and

diameter of the microwell structure between thin gels
fabricated in thin-gel glass chips and TGNM chips (n = 8, p
> 0.05 for both dimensions, Mann−Whitney U-test, Figure

Figure 2. Peclet analysis of electrotransfer configurations indicates an
“out-of-plane” design minimizes diffusive probe loss during electro-
transfer loading. (A) Schematic showing the “out-of-plane” electro-
transfer configuration. (B) Schematic showing the “in-plane”
electrotransfer configuration. (C) A Peclet analysis of electrotransfer
probe loading shows that the Peclet number in the “out-of-plane”
configuration is ∼108× greater than in the “in-plane” configuration.
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3C). Interestingly, rhodamine B molecules appear to aggregate
at the interface of the thin-gel and nanoporous-membrane
layers in the TGNM chip. We attribute the rhodamine B
aggregation at the interface between the thin-gel and
nanoporous-membrane layers to nonspecific hydrophobic
interactions between rhodamine B and the silane present on
the nanoporous-membrane surface.33

Assessment of Nanoporous-Membrane Electrical
Conductivity after Silanization. We next sought to
characterize the electrical conductivity of the nanoporous
membranes after silane treatment. To do so, we used an “out-
of-plane” electrotransfer configuration composed of three
layers: two identical buffer reservoirs that sandwich a material
under investigation (nanoporous membrane, glass, or no
nanoporous membrane). A constant voltage was applied to the
electrotransfer configuration, and the configuration can be
represented by an electrical circuit, in which each material layer
is described by a resistor in series (electrotransfer conditions
described in Supporting Information; Figure 4A).
As expected, no electrical current was detected in the

electrotransfer configuration that included a glass layer (Figure
4B). This supports our understanding of the incompatibility of
thin-gel glass chips with electrotransfer probing. We observe
that the initial electrical current (t = 0 s) for the nanoporous-
membrane configuration is 67.2 ± 5.1% of the initial electrical
current of the configuration with no nanoporous membrane (n
= 4, p < 0.05, Mann−Whitney U-test; Figure 4B). The final
electrical current (t = 60 s) in the nanoporous-membrane
configuration is 67.2 ± 8.9% of the final electrical current of
the no nanoporous-membrane configuration (n = 4, p < 0.05,
Mann−Whitney U-test; Figure 4B). We additionally observe
that the electrical current decays over the 60 s of applied
constant voltage in both of the electrotransfer configurations
that included either the nanoporous membrane or no
nanoporous membrane (Figure 4B). The decay in electrical
current is attributed to products of electrolysis and Joule

heating (SI Note 3),22,34,35 and further study would build on
the engineering design of similar electrotransfer systems to
mitigate the impact of Joule heating and electrolysis on
electrical current stability.22,28,24

To next establish the intrinsic electrical conductivity of the
nanoporous membrane, we calculated the electrical con-
ductivity of the nanoporous membrane using the initial
electrical current (t = 0 s). Using the electrical circuit
representation in Figure 4A, we first calculated the resistance
at t = 0 s of the individual buffer reservoir, RBuffer, and the
nanoporous membrane, RNanoMemb, and find that RBuffer ≈
RNanoMemb (Figure 4C). Thus, for the electrotransfer config-
uration including a nanoporous membrane (Figure 4A), the
total resistance of the two buffer reservoirs is twice as large as
the total resistance of the single nanoporous membrane, as
shown in Figure 4C. To calculate the electrical conductivity of
the nanoporous membrane and the buffer reservoir layers, we
scale RBuffer and RNanoMemb by the dimensions of each material
layer and observe ∼103× lower electrical conductivity of the
nanoporous membrane than the buffer reservoir (material
dimensions described in Supporting Information; Figure 4D).
Importantly, while the nanoporous membrane is less electri-
cally conductive than the buffer reservoir, the nanoporous
membrane is quite thin (20 μm vs 2 × 103 μm per buffer
reservoir), and thus, the total resistance of the nanoporous-
membrane layer is comparable to the resistance of each buffer
reservoir at t = 0 s. We additionally note that our
experimentally determined electrical conductivity of the
nanoporous membrane is >1010× greater than the previously
reported electrical conductivity of glass.36 Ultimately, we
demonstrate the silanized nanoporous membrane to be an
electrically conductive support substrate alternative to glass
(and other electrically insulating materials) for thin-gel devices.

Figure 3. Microwell patterning into TGNM chips. Fluorescent
confocal microscopy images of a single microwell in a thin-gel layer
composed of (A) TGNM and (B) thin-gel glass. Rhodamine B
fluorescence shown in turquoise. (C) The TGNM fabrication
technique does not perturb the height and diameter of individual
microwells compared to the conventional thin-gel glass chip
fabrication technique (n = 8, p > 0.05 for both dimensions, Mann−
Whitney U-test).

Figure 4. Electrical properties of the nanoporous membrane (after
silanization) in comparison to the buffer reservoir (buffer-soaked filter
paper) and glass. (A) Schematic of the electrotransfer configuration
(not to scale) and an electrical circuit analogue. (B) Electrical current
over time through the electrotransfer configurations composed of two
buffer reservoirs sandwiching either (i) no nanoporous membrane,
(ii) nanoporous membrane (after silanization), or (iii) glass. (C)
Resistance of each layer of the electrotransfer configuration is
determined using the electrical circuit analogue. (D) The electrical
conductance of the buffer reservoir and nanoporous membrane are
calculated and compared to previously reported glass electrical
conductivity values (n = 4 per condition, p < 0.05, Mann−Whitney U-
test).
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Electrotransfer Probe Loading to TGNM Chips. After
understanding the electrical conductivity characteristics of the
TGNM, we investigated the TGNM compatibility with
electrotransfer probe loading to gel using donkey anti-rabbit
Alexa-Fluor 647 as a model probe species and a TGNM that
was not previously exposed to any protein. We hypothesized
that electrotransfer probe loading (as compared to probe
loading by diffusion) would result in (i) an expedited time
scale of probe delivery to the thin-gel layer and (ii) an
increased total mass of probe delivered to the thin-gel layer. To
evaluate the performance of electrotransfer probe loading,
TGNM chips were fabricated as described in Figure 1, and the
electrotransfer configuration shown in Figure 5A was

assembled. To specifically interrogate transport kinetics in
probe loading, the TGNM had no previous exposure to protein
before probe loading. After loading, the probe was immobilized
in gel using a single exposure of UV light and a UV-mediated
photocapture chemistry (previously characterized14). The
probe reservoir is composed of agarose gel (100 μm thick)
and was fabricated by a protocol described in previous
electrotransfer probing configurations.22 Agarose gel was used,
as agarose probe reservoirs have been previously demonstrated
for rapid fabrication with minimal handling and efficient probe
release (minimal probe entrapment in gel) by electrotransfer.22

Alternative probe reservoir formats may be designed in future
studies for improved ease of probe retrieval (e.g., isolated
probe solution chambers). To ensure probe electromigration
out of the probe reservoir, the following electrotransfer
parameters were chosen: 50 V/cm electric field, applied for 1
min. These electrotransfer conditions correspond to probe
electromigration in agarose of >300 μm, >3× greater than the
100 μm probe reservoir (assumes probe electrophoretic
mobility in agarose is 1.16 × 1013 μm2/(V s), previously
characterized22). In the diffusive-driven conditions, we
replicate conventional diffusive probing strategies in thin-gel

glass chips by not removing the TGNM chip from the glass
slide support substrate used during chip fabrication (Figure
1B).29 We anticipate that the thin-gel layers have similar
electrical conductivities to the buffer solution, as the hydrogel
is >90% fluid by volume (polymer volume fraction < 0.1).37

We observe that 1 min of electrotransfer loading results in a
79.9 ± 26.4× greater in-gel probe fluorescence than 1 min of
diffusive-driven loading and a 5.01 ± 1.67× greater in-gel
probe fluorescence than 1 h of diffusion-driven loading (n = 4;
p < 0.05 Mann−Whitney U-test; Figure 5C). As expected, we
see a 15.9 ± 3.9× increase in in-gel probe fluorescence from
the 1 min diffusive condition to the 1 h diffusive condition,
indicating that 1 min of diffusive-driven transfer is insufficient
time to reach the transport equilibrium (n = 4, p < 0.05
Mann−Whitney U-test; Figure 5C). A Mann−Whitney U-test
and sample sizes of n = 4 were selected following literature
precedent on studies of enhanced probe mass loading to thin-
gel−glass chips by gel dehydration20 and electrotransfer
probing in slab gel systems22 as well as a convention of n ≥
3 for computing the standard deviation of empirical results. We
next sought to characterize probe entrapment in the TGNM
after electrotransfer loading and unloading. To do so, the
probe was first loaded via electrotransfer into the TGNM as
described above. The probe was then unloaded via electro-
transfer from the TGNM by refreshing the buffer reservoirs
and reversing the electrode polarity. We observe that after
electrotransfer unloading, the probe fluorescence in the
TGNM is 6.8 ± 3.7% of the probe fluorescence in TGNM
resulting from 1 min of electrotransfer loading. We note this is
similar to the performance in slab gel electrotransfer probing
systems (∼5% probe entrapment in gel after electrotransfer
loading and unloading). Collectively, our results support our
hypothesis and the engineering design of the TGNM as a
system that supports electrotransfer probe delivery to the thin-
gel layer, resulting in (i) increased total probe mass in the thin
gel and (ii) reduced time scales of probe delivery (compared to
conventional diffusive-driven probing). The electrotransfer
principle in TGNM was demonstrated as a proof of concept
here using 2Ab Dk anti-Rb AF647. We anticipate that this
would be applicable to other proteins, particularly antibodies of
similar charge and size of the same IgG class (SI Note 2).
We additionally observe an increase in the interchip

coefficient of variation (CV) of probe loaded in the TGNM
by electrotransfer compared to diffusive-driven loading (28.4%
in 1 min electrotransfer, 17.5% in 1 h diffusive). The increase
in the CV of the electrotransfer method is in line with previous
investigations of enhanced probe mass loading to thin-gel−
glass chips by gel dehydration (CV of 24.7%).20 However,
previous electrotransfer probing systems applied to mm-scale
hydrogels have achieved <5% CV in total probe loading by
mitigating adverse impacts of electrolysis on run-to-run
variability22,28 and may be used to inform future studies of
electrotransfer probe loading using TGNM. In particular, (i)
pH changes in the buffer reservoir may be prevented by
increasing buffering capacity, (ii) temperature variability may
be reduced by incorporating robust heat dissipation mecha-
nisms, and (iii) resistivity variability in the buffer reservoir may
be mitigated by incorporating a gas bubble removal
mechanism.22,28

■ CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a TGNM chip designed for electrotransfer
probe delivery to the thin-gel layer, overcoming a fundamental

Figure 5. Electrotransfer probe loading to the TGNM chip results in
an increased total probe mass in the thin-gel layer and reduced time
scales of probe delivery. (A) Schematic of the assembly used in
electrotransfer probe loading to the TGNM chip. (B) Fluorescent
probe delivered into the thin-gel layer is measured by imaging the
surface of the TGNM chip after electrotransfer. (C) Electrotransfer
probe loading for 1 min results in a greater amount of probe delivered
to the thin-gel layer than diffusive probe loading for 1 min and 1 h.
Probe that is loaded to the thin-gel layer by 1 min of electrotransfer
can be unloaded from the thin-gel layer by 1 min of electrotransfer
with reversed electrode polarity (n = 4 for each condition, p < 0.05 for
all pairwise condition comparisons, Mann−Whitney U-test). The
probe reservoir contained donkey anti-rabbit Alexa-Fluor-647-labeled
IgG antibodies. TGNM chips were not exposed to other proteins.
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challenge to diffusion-based probe delivery in thin-gel
immunoassays. Our design involves performing an analytical
investigation of electrotransfer probe loading configurations
and establishing a Peclet number as a design guideline for
minimizing diffusive probe losses during electrotransfer probe
loading. We additionally describe a fabrication method for the
novel TGNM chips, involving silane-treating nanoporous
membranes for thin polyacrylamide gel layer grafting. Further,
we assess key traits of the TGNM chip, including thin-gel layer
fabrication fidelity and the electrical conductivity of silane-
treated nanoporous membranes. Lastly, we observe 1 min of
electrotransfer probe loading in our TGNM chip to result in a
∼80× greater probe delivery than 1 min of diffusive-driven
delivery and a ∼5× greater probe delivery than 1 h of diffusive-
driven delivery. Future work involves integration of the
TGNM and electrotransfer probe loading capability into
microfluidic systems, particularly as a microdevice component
layer of immunoassay chips. However, several open questions
remain before incorporating the TGNM into an immunoassay,
including understanding the impact of enhanced probe mass
loading (including multiple probe exchange rounds for primary
and secondary antibodies) and expedited probe transport time
scales (compared to diffusive loading) on immunocomplex
formation. While alternative methods for enhanced probe mass
loading in thin-gel−glass immunoassay chips have resulted in
improved analytical sensitivity of target protein detection,20

application of the TGNM to target protein detection is
required to understand the analytical sensitivity performance
(e.g., signal-to-noise ratio of target protein detection) in this
system. Additional challenges to TGNM integration in an
immunoassay chip include understanding the impact of
nonuniform probe delivery on immunoprobing efficiency in a
binding assay. Previous investigations on the impact of
nonuniform probe delivery to thin-gel−glass chips have
found intrachip probe delivery CV (without corrective
measures) to be as high as 50%, introducing spatial variability
in both immunoprobing efficiency and background.38

Enhanced probe mass loading to gel (e.g., by electrotransfer
or other active methods) can cause probe concentrations to be
in excess of target protein concentrations and limit spatial
variability in immunoprobing efficiency, though only for
certain binding kinetic regimes (antibody concentration ≫
antibody−target protein dissociation constant, KD).

38,21
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SI EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Chemicals, Reagents and Materials. Acetic acid (#A6283, Honeywell), Methanol (#34860, Millipore Sigma), 3-
(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (#662275, Sigma-Aldrich), 30% T, 29:1C acrylamide/bis-acrylamide (#A3574, 
Sigma-Aldrich), N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, #T9281, Sigma-Aldrich), ammonium persulfate (APS, 
#A3678, Sigma-Aldrich), Rhodamine B (#R6626, Millipore Sigma), Ultrapure low melting point agarose (#16520050, 
Invitrogen), Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa-Fluor 647 (#A31573, Invitrogen), Rhinohide™ (#R33400, Invitrogen). 10× Tris-
glycine (#1610734, Bio-Rad), dichlorodimethylsilane (#440272, SigmaAldrich), microscope glass slides (#48300-026, 
VWR), N-[3-[(3-Benzoylphenyl)-formamido]propyl] methacrylamide in DMSO (“BPMA”; #PAL0603, PharmAgra Labs), 
SU-8 3050 (Microchem, now Kayaku Advanced Materials, Inc.), silicon wafers (#C04009, WaferPro), No. 0 glass cover 
slips (#CG00C, Thorlabs), # 1.5 glass cover slips (#0410A23, Thermo Scientific), Western Blot Roller (#84747, Thermo 
Fisher), Western blotting filter papers (#84783, Thermo Fisher Scientific), nanoporous membranes (regenerated cellulose, 
Spectra Por RC Dialysis Tubing, 3.5 kDa MWCO, #132725T, Fisher Scientific).

Nanoporous Membrane and Glass Slide Silanization. To facilitate covalent binding of polyacrylamide gel (10%T, 3.5C) 
to the nanoporous membranes, a nanoporous membrane silanization method was developed with inspiration from glass slide 
silanization protocols1 and fabrication techniques for hybrid gel-cellulose materials.2,3,4 First, the nanoporous membranes 
were cut into 25 x 37.5 mm single sheets (not tubes), soaked in ethanol for 48 hours, and air dried for 24 hours. Then, silane 
solution was prepared (previously described1) by mixing: 140 mL 3-(3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate), 210 mL acetic 
acid, 350 mL DI water. The silane solution was degassed in a sonicator for 10 min. Next, the nanoporous membranes were 
submerged in silane solution for 2 hrs, subsequently air dried for 48 hrs, then heated at 120C for 2 hrs in oxygen deprived 
atmosphere (vacuum furnace). Finally, nanoporous membranes were washed by agitating in baths of (1 min each bath): (1) 
methanol, (2) DI water, (3) methanol, (4) DI water. Silanized nanoporous membranes were stored with desiccant in a sealed 
container at 4ºC for up to a month until use. Glass slides were silanized as previously described1: (i) the same silane solution 
described above was prepared, (ii) glass slides were incubated in methanol for 30 min, (iii) glass slides were incubated in 
silane solution for 30 min, (iv) glass slides were washed by agitating in baths of (1 min each bath): (1) methanol, (2) DI 
water, (3) methanol, (4) DI water. Silanized glass slides were stored with desiccant in a sealed container at 20ºC for up to a 
month until use.

SU-8 Coated Silicon Wafer Fabrication. SU-8 features were patterned on a silicon wafer by photolithography as 
previously described.1 Briefly, SU-8 features were cylindrical microposts 40 μm in height, 32 μm in diameter. To mitigate 
thin gel adhesion to the SU-8 mold, the SU-8 layer was coated with dichlorodimethylsilane as previously described.1

TGNM Fabrication Process. To fabricate the TGNM chip, first, the polyacrylamide gel precursor solution was prepared 
by mixing the following reagents: 30% T 29:1C acrylamide/bis-acrylamide (final concentration: 10% T), 10× Tris-glycine 
(10% v/v), BPMA (3% v/v), Rhinohide™ (final concentration: 4.66% v/v). The mixture was subsequently degassed and 
sonicated for 5 min and set aside until use. Next, the nanoporous membrane was adhered to a glass microscope slide by 
drying a hydrated nanoporous membrane onto a glass slide: (i) a silanized nanoporous membrane was hydrated by 
submerging in 1× Tris-glycine for 1 min, (ii) the hydrated nanoporous membrane was removed from the 1× Tris-glycine 
bath and layered onto a microscope glass slide, (iii) fluid and air pockets were removed from the hydrated nanoporous 
membrane by rolling the nanoporous membrane with a Western Blot Roller and allowing the nanoporous membrane to air 
dry. Then, to polymerize the thin polyacrylamide gel and graft the thin-gel to the nanoporous membrane: (i) chemical 
initiators of polymerization were added to the degassed and sonicated polyacrylamide gel precursor solution (final 
concentrations: 0.08% w/v APS, 0.08% w/v TEMED), (ii) the polyacrylamide gel precursor solution was then pipetted onto 
an SU-8 coated silicon wafer, (iii) a nanoporous membrane dried onto a glass slide was placed on top of SU-8 coated silicon 
wafer to mold the polyacrylamide gel precursor solution between the nanoporous membrane and the SU-8 coated silicon 
wafer, (iv) the polyacrylamide gel precursor solution was allowed to polymerize (20 min) and the TGNM glass assembly 
was removed from the SU-8 coated silicon wafer by sliding a razor between the glass slide and the SU-8 coated silicon 
wafer, (iv) the TGNM chip was released from the glass slide by sliding a razor between the glass slide and the nanoporous 
membrane and peeling the TGNM chip away from the glass slide. The TGNM chip was stored in 1× Tris-glycine at 4ºC for 
up to a week.

Investigating the Fidelity of the TGNM Chip Fabrication Process. TGNM chips were fabricated as described in the 
above section TGNM fabrication process, but with the inclusion of a fluorescent dye (0.001% w/v Rhodamine B) in the 
polyacrylamide gel precursor solution to visualize polymerized gel features. Thin gel glass chips were also fabricated 
following the same steps, but with no nanoporous membrane included. After thin gel polymerization, the thin gels were 
exposed to UV light for 45 s to photocapture Rhodamine B to the BPMA-functionalized thin gels (previously described5) 
and thin gels  were subsequently diffusively  washed  in  DI  water for  1  hr  to  remove unbound Rhodamine B molecules. 
Imaging of the TGNM and thin-gel glass chips was performed by confocal microscopy through a #1.5 coverslip using a 
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Zeiss LSM 880 laser-scanning confocal microscope fitted with a 20× water dipping objective (NA=1.0, Zeiss W Plan APO 
20x/1 DICIII). Final images were brightness and contrast-adjusted in Fiji75 (based on ImageJ76, National Institutes of 
Health) and Rhodamine B was used as a proxy for thin gel and nanoporous membrane location. Thin gel dimensions and 
features were manually identified and measured in Fiji75 using the Measure function. Analysis was performed in 
MATLAB®.

Assessment of Nanoporous Membrane Electrical Conductivity Post-Silanization. To evaluate the electrical conductivity 
of the separation material (either silanized nanoporous membrane, #0 glass cover slip, or no nanoporous membrane), an 
‘out-of-plane’ electrotransfer system was assembled with the separation material sandwiched between two identical buffer 
reservoirs. First, the electrotransfer system was assembled: (i) 1 mm thick filter papers were cut to 15 x 15 mm squares and 
submerged in 1× Tris-glycine for 1 min, (ii) silanized nanoporous membranes were cut to 20 x 20 mm squares and 
submerged in 1× Tris-glycine for >5 min, (iii) two buffer-soaked filter papers (2 mm thickness total) were placed on a 
graphite electrode plate, (iv) depending on the material under investigation, one of the following separation materials the 
separation material under investigation (nanoporous membrane, glass, or no nanoporous membrane) was placed on top of 
the buffer reservoir and caution was observed to not trap air bubbles between the separation material and the buffer reservoir, 
(v) a second set of two buffer-soaked filter papers (2 mm thickness total) were placed on top of the separation material under 
investigation, (vi) a second graphite electrode plate was placed on top of the buffer reservoir sandwich and the electrode 
plates were separated by 4 mm shims placed on either side of the buffer reservoir sandwich. After the electrotransfer system 
was assembled, the system was connected to a power supply and an electric field was applied and electrical current was 
monitored: (i) the electrode plates were connected to a power supply (PowerPac Basic Power Supply, #1645050, BioRad), 
(ii) a constant voltage source of 20 V was applied from the power supply for a time duration of 60 s, (iii) the electrical 
current was recorded from the power supply over the duration of the applied voltage. 

Electrotransfer Probe Loading to TGNM Chips. To implement electrotransfer probe loading in the TGNM chips, we first 
fabricated TGNM chips as described in the above section TGNM fabrication process. Next, we fabricated an antibody probe 
reservoir from 1.5% w/v low melting point agarose gel, as previously described6: (i)  the following reagents were mixed and 
left on a 40ºC hotplate (to prevent agarose gelation) until use: 150 μL of molten 1.5% w/v low melting point agarose 
dissolved in 1× Tris-glycine, 5 μg of Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa-Fluor 647, (ii) the molten agarose-probe mixture was cast 
into a 100 μm thick, 25 x 37.5 mm wide mold composed of an unsilanized nanoporous membrane, 100 μm shims, and a #1.5 
glass cover slip, (iii) the mold was disassembled and the unsilanized nanoporous membrane was used to support the agarose-
probe gel (the ‘probe reservoir’) until use. Then, we assembled an ‘out-of-plane’ electrotransfer system and probe was 
electrotransferred into the thin gel: (i) 1 mm thick filter papers were cut to 25 x 37.5 mm rectangles and submerged in 1× 
Tris-glycine for 1 min, (ii) two buffer-soaked filter papers (2 mm thickness total) were placed on a graphite electrode plate, 
(iii) the TGNM chip was placed on top of the buffer reservoir and caution was observed to not trap air bubbles between the 
TGNM chip and the buffer reservoir, (iv) the probe reservoir was layered onto the TGNM chip by using the unsilanized 
nanoporous membrane as a support to transport the probe reservoir, (v) a second set of two buffer-soaked filter papers (2 mm 
thickness total) were placed on top of the probe reservoir, (vi) a second graphite electrode plate was placed on top of the 
buffer reservoir sandwich and the electrode plates were separated by 4.1 mm shims placed on either side of the buffer 
reservoir sandwich, (vii) the electrode plates were connected to a power supply (PowerPac Basic Power Supply, #1645050, 
BioRad), (viii) a constant voltage source of 20 V was applied from the power supply for a time duration of 60 s. After probe 
delivery to the thin gel, the probe was immobilized in the thin gel and imaged: (i) the electrotransfer stack was disassembled 
and the TGNM chip was isolated and retrieved (caution was observed to retrieve only the TGNM chip, and to ensure that 
no probe reservoir remained on the thin gel surface), (ii) the TGNM chip was briefly (~2 s) dipped in 1× Tris-glycine to 
wash off excess probe remaining on the surface of the thin gel, (iii) the TGNM chips were exposed to UV light for 45 s to 
photocapture probe in-gel to the BPMA-functionalized thin gels (previously described1,5), (iv) the TGNM chips were imaged 
to assess probe fluorescence in-gel using a fluorescence microarray scanner (Genepix 4300A, Molecular Devices) and 
compared to TGNM chip fluorescence prior to probe delivery. Analysis of in-gel probe fluorescence images was performed 
using custom scripts in ImageJ and MATLAB®. To implement electrotransfer probe unloading in the TGNM chips, probe 
was first electrotransferred into the TGNM as described in steps (i) through (viii) of this section. After probe delivery to the 
thin gel, probe was electrotransfer unloaded from the TGNM by: (i) the electrotransfer stack was disassembled and the 
TGNM chip was isolated and retrieved (caution was observed to retrieve only the TGNM chip, and to ensure that no probe 
reservoir remained on the thin gel surface), (ii) the TGNM chip was submerged in 1× Tris-glycine to wash off excess probe 
remaining on the surface of the thin gel and rehydrate the TGNM with fresh buffer, (iii) the TGNM was removed from the 
1× Tris-glycine bath and the ‘out-of-plane’ electrotransfer system was reassembled with fresh buffer soaked filter papers as 
described above, (iv) the electrode plates were connected to a power supply (PowerPac Basic Power Supply, #1645050, 
BioRad) such that the cathode (-) is more proximal to the nanoporous membrane layer than the thin gel layer of the TGNM, 
(viii) a constant voltage source of 20 V was applied from the power supply for a time duration of 60 s. After probe delivery 
to the thin gel, the probe was immobilized in the thin gel and imaged as described above.
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Diffusive Probe Loading to TGNM Chips. To implement diffusive probe loading in the TGNM chips, we fabricated 
TGNM chips as described in the above section TGNM fabrication process, with the exception that the TGNM chips were 
not removed from the glass slide support used during chip fabrication. The TGNM assembly facilitates replication of the 
conventional diffusive probing strategies used in thin-gel glass chips. First, a probe solution was made by mixing the 
following reagents (per 25 x 37.5 mm chip): 50 μL of 1× Tris-glycine, 5 μg of Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa-Fluor 647. Then, 
the probe solution was pipette onto a glass plate. Next, the TGNM glass chip was placed onto the probe solution (thin gel 
interfaced with probe). The system was covered by a humid, dark chamber at 20ºC and unperturbed for the diffusive 
incubation time under investigation (either 1 min or 1 hr). After completion of the diffusive incubation time, the TGNM 
glass chip was retrieved and briefly (~2 s) dipped in 1× Tris-glycine to wash off excess probe remaining on the surface of 
the thin gel. The TGNM chips were exposed to UV light for 45 s to photocapture probe in-gel to the BPMA-functionalized 
thin gels (previously described1,5) and the TGNM glass chips were imaged to assess probe fluorescence in-gel using a 
fluorescence microarray scanner (Genepix 4300A, Molecular Devices) and compared to TGNM glass chip fluorescence 
prior to probe delivery. Analysis of in-gel probe fluorescence images was performed using custom scripts in ImageJ and 
MATLAB®.

NOTE S1: Diffusion Coefficient for Antibody Probe in 10%T Polyacrylamide Gel
Diffusion coefficient of antibody probe in free solution ( ) is calculated using Stokes-Einstein equation 𝐷𝐻20

𝐷𝐻20 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

6𝜋𝜂𝐻20𝑅ℎ

where  is Boltzman’s constant, T is temperature,  is viscosity of water,  is the hydrodynamic radius of the migrating 𝑘𝐵 𝜂𝐻20 𝑅ℎ
antibody probe. The hindered diffusion of the antibody probe in polyacrylamide gel ( ) is given by7𝐷𝑔𝑒𝑙

𝐷𝑔𝑒𝑙 = 𝐷𝐻20 × exp ( ― 3.03𝑅ℎ
0.59 × %𝑇0.94)

where  is the polyacrylamide gel density. The diffusion coefficient of an antibody probe (  = 50 Å) in a 10%T gel (%𝑇 𝑅ℎ
 = 10) results in  ≈ 1.40 μm2/s .%𝑇 𝐷𝑔𝑒𝑙

NOTE S2: Electrokinetic Theory and Electromigration of Antibody Isotype Classes.
Antibody electromigration velocity (v; μm s-1) is linearly proportional to the applied electric field strength (E; V cm-1) and 
antibody electrophoretic mobility (μ; cm2 V-1s-1)

𝑣 = 𝜇 ∗ 𝛦

Antibody μ is given by

𝜇 =
𝑞

(6𝜋𝜂𝑅ℎ)10 ― 𝐾𝑟%𝑇

Where q (C) is the net charge of the antibody molecule, η (Pa s-1) is the solution viscosity, Rh (nm) is the hydrodynamic 
radius of the antibody molecule, Kr is the gel retardation coefficient, and %T (% acrylamide monomer) is the gel density.8 
For antibody electromigration under native buffer conditions, the antibody μ varies with changes in the antibody Rh and q, 
which can exist across antibody isotype classes (e.g. IgG vs. IgM). However, minimal variation in μ is expected for antibody 
species of the same isotype, as there typically exists much less variation in Rh and q of antibodies within an isotype class 
than across classes.9 Similarly, while fluorophore conjugation of antibodies can alter the effective Rh and q of the antibody, 
antibody conjugation is not expected to adversely impact antibody electromigration, as (i) compared to antibody size (150 
kDa for IgG) fluorophore tags are quite small (<1 kDa, <1% molecular mass of the antibody) (Alexa Fluor 488 Protein 
Labelling Kit, https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/A10235, accessed 26 October 2021) and (ii) antibodies 
and fluorophores both typically carry net negative q in native conditions, meaning conjugated antibody are expected to 
exhibit increased μ magnitude and v.10

NOTE S3: Electrical Current Decay in Electrotransfer Systems

https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/A10235
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The decay in electrical current measured is attributed to gas products of electrolysis that form at the electrode plates, which 
would increase the resistivity of the buffer reservoirs over time.6,11 Additionally, the electrical current time de- cay may be 
caused by liquid evaporation from the buffer reservoir as a result of Joule heating (ohmic heating) in the electrotransfer 
configuration.12,13,14 Time-varying buffer reservoir resistivity and Joule heating in the electrotransfer configuration can 
degrade probe electrotransfer performance, including non- uniform probe electromigration across the nanoporous membrane 
surface or probe molecule denaturation via excessive system heating, as has been described in previous electrotransfer 
systems.11,15 Further study would build on the engineering design of similar electrotransfer systems to mitigate the adverse 
impacts of Joule heating and electrolysis on molecular transport.6,16
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